Abstract: This paper combines the enhance poor light image (which has reducing contrast for dark regions in image) then compresses it by recognition a background regions. At first, A Block Analysis for Gray level images method has been used to detect the background region in image by depending on an information from image block with dark regions or poor lighting. The presented work has been carried out by two steps; The first step, an information from each image block has been analyzes by A Block Analysis for Gray level images method ( i.e. background analysis based on high and low means for each block), while the second step, background for image with dark regions which has been enhanced is compressed. The aim of this paper is to detect the background image and enhance the contrast in gray level image with poor or reduced lighting then compresses it in low bit rates with good reconstructed enhanced image quality.
Introduction
For the last years, a successful movement has been started towards the direction of the improvement of image processing methods [1, 2] . Many research has been carried out to enhance poor light images. Image enhancement is a method that increases the visual contrast of an image by detection of regions (such as edges, peaks, and other statistical features which is chief importance in poor light vision) [3, 4] . The aim of enhancing image include the improvement of the visibility of the different regions into image. One can see that the enhanced image is more vision image than the original [5] . In this paper, the advanced of proposed method is the textural information has been rendered visible in the enhanced image. Where the presented work has been carried out by two steps. The first step, an information from each image block ( i.e. high and low means for each block) has been analyzes by A Block Analysis for Gray level images method to determine the criteria value α, where α is used as a threshold between dark and clear region, while the second step, background for image with dark regions which has been enhanced is compressed based on the Weber's law [3, 5] . In other word, this paper presents a new image coding enhanced algorithm using Weber-Fechner condition which is an efficient method for decreasing computational complexity and improving compression results in low bit rates with good reconstructed enhanced image quality. Finally the aim of this paper is to detect the background in image and enhance the contrast in gray level image which has poor or reduced lighting then compresses it in low bit rates with good quality.
Image Background Analysis by Blocks
Let G be the original image which is subdivided into n blocks. For each block, the minimum intensity m i and maximum intensity M i values ( i.e. high and low means for each block) are calculated [6] , these values are used to find the background criteria α by using this equation [3] [4] [5] :
Where α is used as a threshold between dark F<= α and clear F> α (F is intensity levels). Depending on the value of α (the background parameter) which is decided for each analyzed block, the contrast enhancement is expressed as follows:
While the background parameter is totally dependent on the background criteria α value, therefore, for F<= α , the background parameter takes the maximum intensity value M i within the analyzed block, otherwise takes the minimum intensity value m i . To avoid in determination condition, unit was added to the logarithmic function [4, 5] .
In the enhanced images, it can be seen that the objects which are dark visible region in the original image are appeared.
Contrast enhancement
Digital image enhancement includes the improvement of the visibility and perceptibility of the different regions, which an image can be partitioned then defect ability of the image texture inside the regions. Enhanced image is usually followed by detection of features like edges, peaks, and other geometric features. One can see that the enhanced image is a sharper than the original image. mostly interesting is the fact that textural information has been cleared visible in an image which enhanced [3] .
An experimental psychologist law
Weber-Fechner law is an experimental psychologist law where it is fine for different sensory scheme [2] fraction, where c for light intensity is, c=.01….02. In this paper, according to this law, which is more sensitive to texture information, for each block, the block is classified as a background region if the ratio between ΔI (which is founded from the difference between the two means) and I o is smaller than a threshold value c. This paper presents a new image coding algorithm using the condition of this law which is an efficient method for decreasing computational complexity and improving compression results in low bit rates with good reconstructed enhanced image quality.
Proposed method
A Block Analysis is used to distinguish the background blocks of gray level image. In this paper, this technique is proposed to enhance the gray scale image, An enhancement and compression is implement using the information of block with modified Weber's law.
The first step proposed is block analysis where the input image is split into n block of size 4x4 where each block is enhanced individually depending on Background analysis by block.
Let G be the original image which is subdivided into n blocks. For each block, the minimum intensity (low mean) Ml and maximum intensity (high mean) Mh values are calculated, these values are used to find the background criteria α by using equation 1:
Depending on the criteria value α, where α is used as a threshold between dark and clear region. It is dark if F<= α and clear when F>α. While the background parameter is totally dependent on the background criteria α value, therefore, for F<= α, the background parameter takes the maximum intensity value Mh within the analyzed block, otherwise takes the minimum intensity value Ml eq. 2.
Study of contrast sensitivity of the human eye shows that our proposed method contrast sensitivity based on the Weber's Law, hence, we effectively apply this fact to design a contrast-enhancement method for images that has dark regions or poor lighting by controlling the information of each image block. The next step encoding algorithm is examined. For each enhanced block, The proposed compression scheme makes use of bit plane coding, where the bit plan is determined. The bit plane coding divides the given image in to non overlapping blocks. Here, for each image block, according to the Weber-Fechner condition, if (( the difference between the higher and the lower means) / lower mean) is less than a threshold value ( Weber's fraction), the block is classified as low details block, then encode block with only the block mean (M), and use "0" as an indicator bit as prefix code for decoding proposed then mean of block and "0" are transmitted. At the time of decoding bit plane omitted blocks are replaced by the respective block means. Otherwise the block is classified as high details block, then use "1" as an indicator bit as prefix code for decoding proposed and the two reconstruction level ( Ml and Mh) , the pit map with "1" are transmitted. The interpolative technique is the method that drops partly of the bit plane at the time of encoding and decoding with enhanced of decoding image.
Conclusion

1)
One can see that the enhanced image is more vision image than the original where the advanced of proposed method is the textural information has been rendered visible in the enhanced image see fig. 2 ,b. 2) In the enhanced images, it can be seen that the objects that are dark visible region in the original image are appeared. 3) From the experimental results, utilizing block of size 4x4, bit rate will be fall from 2 b/p into .49 b/p, with increasing in coding speed, low computation, high compression ratio, and good quality of reconstructed image, see c. An enhanced compressed image using Weber-Fechner condition C=.01.
Finally the aim of this paper is to detect the background image and enhance the contrast in gray level image blocks which have poor or reduced lighting then compresses them in low bit rates with good quality.
